Dearly Beloved Path Finders, I Am Serapis Bey, and I want to thank you all for allowing
Me to return to this Devotional Personalized Expression of God’s Love in Action within
this Divine Plan. It strikes a Beautiful Chord in My Heart that you are not afraid to extend
yourselves beyond the Call of Duty, beyond the ease of finding your own personal
comfort, beyond the inter-personal restraints, that continue to be placed upon your
Path to eliminate, delete, disconnect or have physically removed off the Path so other
Dear Souls can walk this same Path without the struggles, oppositions, forbearance and
resistances to overcome the old ‘Rites of Passage’! I place this here to plant a New Seed
of Consciousness should you wish to look into further.
This matter of cleaning up the planet of nuclear and chemical manifestations that are
harmful to this world and every life stream here continues to be one of those obstacles,
that from the perspective of humanity and many other levels of Dimensional
Lifestreams remains outside of the clarity for which to find the Solution to this dilemma.
And, as has been clearly defined within the Discourses of this Elemental Grace Alliance,
that no problem is insurmountable, provided all ego personality is left outside the Door
of the Room where such clarity is required.
So once again the EGA is proving to be a formidable, awe-inspiring and venerable
challenger against those forces that continue to hold onto their determination and
tenacious indignation to remain as the power elite! Your Visions to ‘keep on keeping
on’ while remaining fully cognizant of the Cosmic Laws that Govern this World and
Holding True to the Application of such Laws as this New Alliance Council testifies, is a
Credit to all of you!
I Am not going to repeat what I shared with you in My last Discourse regarding the
clean-up for all that can be reviewed again and placed before this Council for complete
review. And I say this specifically for the Members of the Galactic Federation, so that
They may look at this information and share it amongst your Ranking Officers and
Colleagues, who may find this interesting and indeed helpful to understand where these
Dear Human Soul’s are coming from! I have to say that there is a huge difference in the
way this unascended Human Alliance Council that is made up of All Spheres of God’s
Creations and whose history precedes them, in the way they meet such challenges,
compared with any other group upon the planet as of this moment in time.
So, as first Speaker here in this Alliance Council, I would invite you all to do your Due
Diligence upon this Group of Souls, before you may dismiss any further requests made
by them! I tell you from within My Capacity as Chohan of the Forth Ray, They have the

Entire Support of Shamballa, The Hierarchy, Ascended Masters, Archangels, Elemental
Directors, Devas and Angelic Host! I can only bring this to your attention, nothing more
than that for now!
I wish Dear Hearts to repeat something I shared with you in the first of My Discourses
a while ago, it is not long, but it does have far more context to it than simply the Services
of Divine Resurrection, Purity and the Immaculate Concept of these subject matters of
cleaning up human miscreations and misbeliefs.
“There are many in the Higher Dimensions paying very close attention to this Divine Plan
now, and this, as you all were told not so long ago, would set a new precedent for the
Sun Council to begin a New Phase of Ascension Programming!
“I say Ascension Programming very specifically, for the Fourth Ray represents the White
Flame of Purity, The Resurrection Flame, and that of Immaculate Concept. What better
way to set this in motion than to utilize this opportunity whereby, through your own
volitions, you choose to offer your Services for the Divine Resurrection, Purity and
Immaculate Concept to those of the Elemental Kingdoms.” End Excerpt.
So let’s Speak briefly of these ‘volitions’ again to open you all to even Greater Awareness
to raise your own Vibrational Resonances and Light Quotients even further. I Am
introducing this to you now so you may, Dear Souls, have another perspective to hold
onto as part of this Council Formation and its Disclosures to come!
I wish to speak to you about My Role within the Ascension Temple in Luxor! I have not
spoken of this with you before, as the potential had not yet arrived. But as Beloved
Master Rakoczy has brought this up just a few days ago, and that your Group is now
expanding the Transmission Flame Services, I feel it is a good time! Within the
Discourses given to the Bridge of Freedom Classes 1955, I shared this;
“Many, many times have you been hopeful aspirants standing at the door of the Temple
at Luxor, holding within the confines of your uncertain consciousness, the energies which
were the harvest of your endeavours. More of innocence than wisdom has prompted
your desire many times to enter into that Concentrated Flame which has been my
honour to guard for thousands of years. It was not without trepidation that I accepted
you into the Temple, knowing full well that until the energies of your worlds were free
from the pull of the outer world, those energies would return you again to the world of
form until the Fires of Invocation would burn to ashes the momentums that had not
expended themselves, but rather had lain dormant for a time. Now, you come again,
and the door is Wide Open to your Eternal Freedom.
“It is interesting to bring to your attention the service of the Brothers and Sisters of the
Ascension Flame so that you may understand something of our Endeavour, and,
perchance, cooperate with us.

“In the Fourth Sphere, which is My Privilege and Honour to Guard, dwells the Holy Christ
Selves of the Human Race. Here these magnificent God-Free Beings worship together
in temples of such magnitude that many millions may gather and send up adoration
through song and the spoken word. Here I become well acquainted with the Divine
Pattern of every ego who belongs to the evolution presently enjoying progress upon the
planet and around it.
“There comes a time in this Sphere, during the long course of Evolution, when the Holy
Christ Self of an individual will signify by its auric light, that the ego or personality which
it has sustained has attained to a Point of Evolution wherein the Ascension of that ego
is a possibility, through the sublimation or transmutation of the outer self. These
particular Christ Selves are then drawn together and segregated from the greater mass.
They enter into Special Temples, under the Direction of the Angels of the Ascension
Flame. Here they receive instruction from those of Us Who Are dedicated to the
education of the consciousness in the drawing of the Sacred Fire which makes possible
a final Transmutation of Consciousness.
“These Holy Christ Selves abide within these Ascension Temples and in each twelvemonth cycle when the Lords of Karma announce in every one of the Seven Spheres how
many lifestreams are to be admitted incarnating in the course of that year, it is my
opportunity to suggest a certain number from the Ascension Temple who are to join the
incarnating egos who will take embodiment within that year. This ensures entrance into
the Earth every year of the maximum number of lifestreams who could attain their
Freedom with self-conscious endeavour.
“From each of the other Six Spheres, the Chohan in charge draws the lifestreams
representative of His Ray. These are all presented to the Lords of Karma in a magnificent
ceremony which yet has much of sadness in it because there are so many more
APPLICANTS THAN THOSE WHOM IT IS POSSIBLE TO GIVE OPPORTUNITY. The Lords of
Karma then must segregate from this number the small few who are offered incarnating
privileges, the others returning again to their respective Spheres until the passing of
some Soul from the Earth makes room for another incarnation.
“Because of the specific requirements and need of the cosmic hour in which we presently
find ourselves, the Cosmic Law has allowed us greater freedom and an entrance into the
world of form of larger numbers of applicants who can possibly attain the Ascension at
this time than ever before. For the past seventy years, anticipating this cosmic moment,
we have availed ourselves of the Leniency of the Law and have not only presented for

approval a greater number of applicants, but have been given larger Grants in getting
our Chelas incarnated.
“If man could see how much Energy, how much of time and prayer and application, goes
into the drawing from these Inner Spheres of each lifestream who is taken within the
compass of our aura before the Lords of Karma in the hope that a flesh body might have
allowed them, they would not weary so easily of life or rebel at the opportunity of each
day. Worse still, they would not snuff out that life and withdraw themselves from the
appearance world.” End Excerpt
Here again We Speak of the Power to which Ascended and unascended Ones alike, if
they go through the correct channels and follow the Cosmic Laws of Manifestation, are
Permitted Grants, in the form of Dispensations provided they draw unto Themselves
the Support of Those who hold the Power to Offer Their Support, Their Love, Their
Abilities and Their Resources that They Themselves Sustain, Maintain and Who in a
Position of Authoritative Employment, Implementation and in such a Commanding
Position to offer as much expediency, practicality and with as much appropriateness as
is potentially possible.
I want to tell you Dear Friends, My Ascension Temple is Dedicated and Consecrated to
providing an Ascending Current of Energy upon which any unascended human being,
when purified enough, can come into the Realm of Perfection to become an Ascended
Being.
This current is made up of Actual Living Light Substance Energy, focused through the
Minds, Feelings and Bodies of Our Brothers and Sisters of the Ascension Temple, in
Adoration, Prayer and Devotion to God. Thus, each Member widens the River of
Ascending Energy by His or Her Own personal and collective Participation in All such
Services as is being provided here. The Conscious Descent of mankind and the Guardian
Spirits into the Earth's Atmosphere was for the Purpose of Magnetizing the Perfection
of the Kingdom of Heaven and Moulding that Perfection into the Substance and form
of the physical world. Even as the physical Sun “steps down” the Radiation of the
Central Sun of this System of Worlds, so does every Lifestream given opportunity to
Embody upon Earth and Vow, Pledge and Covenant Their Lives to such Service to
externalize some portion of the Divine Plan.
Humankind, in general, remains incognizant of this for the reasons of experiencing the
human journey, but now We Can Behold that those amongst humanity are ReMembering and Returning to their God Given Powers.
The Ascension Brotherhood, knowing that sometime, somewhere, each individual must
complete its own Cycle of Individualization and Return to Its Source, have kept the Door
Open, so that those who exemplify to Complete Their Services to God and Humanity
and Qualify for Graduation or to Receive their Light Body, will have Greater Assistance
to them to Resurrect Their Own Lives back to the God Self They Are!

Because of the mass accumulation of discordantly-qualified energy filling Earth's
atmosphere, still today no unascended being can accomplish this Ascension alone!
Now that the New Living Organisms are making themselves known, where once upon a
time Ascension had to wait until the Dear Soul rose above the physical plane, today We
are Inviting those ready to make this Transition and come to the Ascension Temple at
Luxor! Here, Members of the Ascension Flame will Assist them in rising above the
Physical Realm while remaining within the Physical Realm. Thus helping them to Rise
upon the Cosmic Tide of the Ascension Flame, into His or Her Rightful Estate in God's
Kingdom here upon Earth.
Each such Ascending Lifestream shall then Contribute the Joyous Energies of His or Her
Own World to the Ascension Flame, as He or She achieves this final Victory. In this way
every Ascension makes Wider, more Joyous, more Powerful and more Buoyant The
Ascension Flame and this Flame becomes an Ever-Increasing Assistance to be used by
those who follow on into the Ascended Masters' Realm, each in their own Appointed
time.
Each Ascension makes it easier for the next Lifestream to avail Itself of the FullyGathered Cosmic Momentum of Those who have gone before Them.
Therefore, My Beloved Friends, Brothers and Sisters, Colleagues and Esteemed Council
Members here today, or who shall become aware of this New Cosmic Alliance Council
in the future, offer your Prayers and Invocations in Love and Blessings of Uplifting
Freedom who are already Part of Our Ascension Flame, sustained by the Brotherhoods
and Sisterhoods at Luxor. Open your Hearts to these Souls here who have Their own
Divine Missions to fulfil!
Beloved Members of this Elemental Grace Alliance, please open your Hearts and the
Whole of Your Being to both receive these Prayers and Holy Gifts, so that you too can
Radiate Them out to others.
Know that you have Magnetized Unto Yourself the Whole Company of Heaven within
this Work you have Vowed to Complete. We Stand and Unite with each of you, in the
Oneness of this Mighty Victory.
Finally, not wishing to take up any more time I wish to say I have intentionally not
spoken of the clean-up work yet, because as has already been stated by The Great
Divine Director in His previous Discourse ‘Evolving Beyond Evolution – The Great Divine
Director, 11th July 2019’;
“Since the last two Petitions have now been Granted, those of the Divine Clemency and
Divine Amnesty, that of the two-thirds and one-third cleaning up of the planet, this
whole subject matter for the Fukushima calls is already a Mighty Victory, albeit that still

requires a deeper reflection and Love in Action of the First, Second and Seventh Ray
Evocations and Invocations. But nevertheless the Victory Is Assured!” End Excerpt
Your Visions, this Goal, is already Victorious. So, I wish to say to you all here Dear Circles
of The Light of the Christ, please Know that you have earned this ‘Rite of Passage’, to
come and spend time here with Us, Here within The Ascension Temple at Luxor!
I step back now and look forward to Our next Speaker!
I Am Serapis Bey - Member of the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan!

